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Some Thoughts On Acculturation
By Otto G. Hoiberg
Three years ago an important work entitled Flight to
America - The Social Background of 300,000 Danish
Emigrants was published by Kristian Hvidt(1), Head Librarian
of the Danish Parliamentary Library in Copenhagen. Dr.
Hvidt's painstaking demographic study of 58 handwritten
volumes of data ralating to America-bound Danish emigrants
between 1868 and 1914, together with computer analysis,
revealed a wealth of interesting information relating to the
age, sex, family status, occupation, motivation and other
characteristics of the people concerned .
The question may now be asked: What has happened to
the culture traits brought to this country by these 300,000
immigrants? Which traits have faded into oblivion? Which
have been kept alive, to what degree, and why?
Acculturation is the sociological process whereby immigrants come to identify themselves with the on-going culture
of their new land . This process is normally a two-way
phenomenon, with each ethnic group contributing certain
treasured cultural values from its homeland to the American
scene, while simultaneously and progressively adopting the
ways of the new country.
A logical concern of the fledgling Danish American
Heritage Society, it seems to me, would be to examine this
process in relation to both past and present generations of
Danish-Americans . The overall task, of course, awaits the
attention of scholars interested in the field of ethnicity. In the
meantime, however, persons who have gone (or are going)
through the acculturation process should be encouraged to
record their own impressions of what has happened along the
way. The present paper represents a personal effort of this
nature.
From my vantage point, the Danish language comes first to
mind . In the summer of 1914 I arrived in Des Moines, Iowa,
from abroad as a five-year old youngster, knowing only the
Danish language. The very thought of being thrust into an
English-speaking school environment that fall prompted me to
hide under my bed when that awesome first day of school
was at hand, with the result that my parents relented and
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permitted me to postpone my entry into the academic world
for one semester. This half year launched my acculturation
process in an informal, non-traumatic manner.
Throughout the entire lifetime of my parents, our language
of communication with each other was exclusively Danish;
and I was exposed to the Danish language over the years in a
number of communities where I lived . Further, my life-mate is
of nearly identical ethnic background.
So why don't our four offspring today speak the Danish
language? My wife and I tried diligently to teach our first
child Danish and were reasonably successful until he reached
the age where association with peers gave increasing
dominance to the English language. The principal explanation,
however, lay in the fact that English was the language of our
home; and our children were not exposed to day-by-day
interaction in Danish as both my wife and I had been. In
addition, they saw no real reason at that stage of their
development for exerting any particular effort toward
acquiring bilingual competence.
Classifying our parents as the first generation, the Danish
language had pretty much fallen by the wayside as a working
tool by the third generation - a sequence that is not
uncommon among Americans of Scandinavian descent. As
one of my second-generation friends put it: "When I was a
kid, I learned the Lord's Prayer in Danish, and I was fully
convinced that this was the only language that God could
understand . My youngsters, however, say their prayers in
English , equally certain that this is the optimum means of
communication with the Almighty. "
In evaluating the Danish language as essential to the
preservation of our Danish heritage, my feeling is this : it is
very helpful indeed but by no means a sine qua non . There
are many elements of that heritage which can be retained and
enjoyed by Americans of Danish descent through the third
and fourth generations and even beyond without knowledge
of the Danish language.
Among such elements are various customs that focus upon
the Christmas season : celebrating Christmas Eve with a festive
dinner including roast goose, a " mandelgave" (almond gift)
with rice, red cabbage, the " Julenisse" (Christmas Elf),
dancing around the Christmas tree, the exchange of gifts, and
attending a Christmas Eve worship service. One reason for the
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continued observance of such traditions in many DanishAmerican homes is that they can be so conveniently
combined with the American Santa Claus and Christmas Day
observances, bringing gifts for the youngsters both on
Christmas Eve and in the Christmas morning stockings, as well
as special dinners on two successive days .
Music also represents a cultural element that has survival
value . Beginning in the early days of the Danish immigration
period, songbooks of various kinds have been published from
time to time - the first ones in Danish and later, of course, as
translations into English. At this writing, the two latest
examples of such books are in press : "Favorites from a World
of Song" consisting of ninety songs, many of which are
translations from the Danish; and "A Heritage in Song" ,
published by the Danish Interest Conference and containing
108 songs and hymns, most of which are English versions of
old favorites from Denmark.
Literature (in addition to hymns and songs) related to our
Danish heritage has also continued to appear through the
years, including novels, personal histories, books concerning
pioneer days, histories of congregations, several volumes on
Grundtvig and other theological themes, and histories of
Danes and their social institutions in America. Recent years
have witnessed a crescendo of such literary works .
Another culture trait that seems to possess viability among
Americans of Danish descent is Scandinavian embroidery in
various forms . Even in third-generation homes there are many
who take delight in the creation of colorful bell-pulls,
hardanger and other types of Scandinavian fancywork . This
form of art is taught at summer camps and in various other
adult educational settings as well, with an obvious appeal to
Danes and non-Danes alike.
Danish cuisine is also being kept alive and vigorous, as
evidenced by books like Kronborg Kitchen Kapers, published
in 1975 by St. John's Lutheran Chursh in Kronborg
(Marquette), Nebraska . " Aebleskiver" , "s¢dsuppe" , "frikadi lier" , " kringler" , "aeblekage", " pebbern¢dder", " r¢dgr¢d" and
numerous other goodies of Danish origin are served in many
homes to this day and understandably have genuine survival
value.
Danish gymnastics and "rundlege" (singing games) have
pretty much vanished from the scene, but Danish folk dances
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are still very much alive - not as a form of community
recreation but rather as special interest activities at
educational institutions, in certain ethnic communities, and in
Danish-American organizations of various kinds.
The Danish Lutheran Church, in its original pattern on
American soil, was looked upon by many as absolutely
essential to the retention of the Danish heritage in this
country. As time has passed, the "Danishness" of the worship
service has faded to the point where the Danish language is
no longer used except on special occasions in a very few
congregations; and the order of service and the hymnology
have been substantially altered through merger with nonDanish denominations. The Danish component of the merged
Lutheran Church in America (L.C.A.), however, has retained a
certain religious identity and program of activities through the
formation of the " Danish Interest Conference" which
currently sponsors a biweekly Danish-American periodical
("Kirke og Folk") and has recently published a number of
translated Danish literary treasures in book form.
A final element of the Danish-American heritage which has
been given much attention through the years is the concept
of residential adult education commonly referred to as the
"folk school" (Folkeh,6jskole). The story of the valiant efforts
of Danish-Americans to transplant this concept to American
soil has been ably recorded by Dr. Enok Mortensen in his
recently published book entitled Schools for Life. The demise
of educational institutions of this type which were established
in California, Nebraska and elsewhere was not due to any lack
of competence, energy, determination or self-sacrifice on the
part of the leaders concerned, but rather to an apparent lack
of long-term relevance of the 19th-century Danish folk school
pattern to the American social environment.
It must be emphasized, however, that the core of this
element of our Dani sh heritage lies not in any particular
pattern, structure, curriculum or set of procedures. The heart
of the Danish folk school, as I see it, lies in its concept of
education . In another connectio n I have defined this concept
as fol lows (2) : "residentia l adu It education of whatever form
or content, involving communication and interaction among
all participants in an atmosphere of complete intellectual
freedom and geared primarily to the goals of personal
development, self-fulfillment, the broadening of cultural
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horizons, the deepening of human insights, and the
enhancement of one's ability to understand the complex
world of today and to live creatively as an integral part
thereof" .
Viewed in this light, the folk school heritage is by no
means dead in the United States . In fact, there are numerous
fascinating and innovative adult educational ventures now
underway throughout the nation which are akin to the
concept under discussion . To cite but a single example : the
" Vacation College" conducted each summer on the campus
of the University of Oregon and described in their
promotional literature as a "Danish-style learning experience"
designed for people "who have an intellectual curiosity . . .
(and) who have time to consume, to learn, to contribute, to
grow ... " Of interest also is the recent formation of the Folk
College Association of America.
One of the interesting questions related to the retention o f
"foreign hertitage" culture trains in the acculturation process
centers about the factor of motivation . What prompts people
to work for the preservation of certain traditions , values or
characteristics? As I have observed it, there are three types of
motivation that appear to exist.
The first lies in a genuine personal appreciation of the
traditions or values concerned. In this category might be
found the Christmas traditions in one's home, a residential
adult education (folk school) experience, and the singing of
songs and hymns from our Danish heritage, either translated
or in the original text. These are meaningful personally, and
for that reason one wishes to retain them and pass them
along to future generations, if possible.
The second type of motivation is found in a desire for
ethnic identity. A community may take pride in its ethnic
character and wish to display some of its more visible Danishoriented culture traits (embroidery; an ethnic museum)
aebleskiver; and folk costumes, folk dances and Danish flags
for special occasions). The primary purpose is to encourage
others to think of it as a Scandinavian community - as the
" Danish Capital" of the state, for example.
The third type of motivation is commercial in nature. The
basic objective for retaining Old World culture traits here is
to attract people to your community as potential consumers
of goods and services that you have for sale. The ethnic
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character of the community is developed to a high degree of
visibility and represents, in actuality, a local "industry".
Commercial motivation, however, is seldom exclusive in
nature, often being a blend of the three types here described.
The concept of cultural pluralism, in contrast to the
erstwhile "melting pot" theory of acculturation, has gained
considerable momentum and status in recent years. Two
major national SCANPRESENCE conferences have been held
at the University of Minnesota (1973 and 1977); a regional
conference on "Ethnicity on the Great Plains" was sponsored
last April by the Center for Great Plains Studies at the
University of Nebraska-Lincoln where research is also being
conducted on a number of ethnic fronts including the
Scandinavian; archives and museums are giving much
attention to the collection of information and materials of
ethnic orientation; and there are numerous other evidences of
a growing interest along this line.
The slogan "E Pluribus Unum" is good; but Americans are
becoming increasingly convinced that "Unum" does not refer
to total cultural homogeneity or uniformity but rather to a
diversity of meaningful values, many of foreign origin, woven
together into the colorful, challenging and integrated mosaic
that we call America. The Danish American Heritage Society
has an important role to play in this context.

1. Academic Press, 111 Fifth Avenue, N.Y., N.Y., 1975.
2. Quoted from an address, "Immigrant Initiatives", given by the writer at the first
annual conference of the Folk College Association of America, July 17, 1977, at
Berea College, Berea, Kentucky.
Otto G. Hoiberg is Emeritus Professor of Sociology and Community Development, University of Nebraska -Lincoln, and a second-generation American of Danish
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